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Based in Colorado, on the banks of the Arkansas River, Stohlquist products are the result of a lifetime of hands-on 
paddling experience, entrepreneurial spirit, craftsmanship, and the design experience of the company founder and 
president, Jim Stohlquist. Each model we offer follows the lineage of 30+ years of product innovation, refinement, 
and on-the-water testing to provide our customers with the safest and most comfortable paddling equipment and 
apparel available today.

STOHLQUIST | SINCE 1977
— A LIFETIME OF INNOVATION —
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Stohlquist products are designed to suit a wide range of 
paddling styles as well as experience levels. Whether you are 
a whitewater charger, a multi-day expedition paddler, or just 
looking to enjoy a day of fun on the water; Stohlquist has got 
you covered. You can find more information on Stohlquist 
products, watch product videos, or locate your nearest 
Stohlquist dealer by logging on to stohlquist.com.
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The ergonomic WRAPTURE™ shaped torso utilizes reverse articulated 
foam & convex interior seams to provide a close, low profile fit. The 
foam contours to the natural shape of the body allowing for optimal 
comfort. The WRAPTURE™ torso provides the most secure and 
comfortable fit without the tight & restrictive feeling of conventional 
flat-foam construction.

The innovative Cross-Chest Cinch Harness, found only on 
Stohlquist PFDs, offers the most unique fit of any PFD, by 
keeping the vest low & in place, to eliminate ride-up. The 
diagonal, front-to-back adjustment results in more mobility 
and a streamlined fit without being tight or restrictive. As a 
result, the “cinch” prevents and eliminates chafing on your 
chin and underarms caused by annoying vest ride-up.

WRAPTURE™ SHAPED TORSO

CROSS-CHEST CINCH HARNESS

STORAGE
The style of PFD, and ability to attach or hold gear, depends 
heavily on the type of paddling you will be doing and the 
accessories you use in conjunction with your PFD. Some 
whitewater paddlers want large pockets for throwbags and 
rescue gear, while some prefer low-profile pockets that do 
not hinder movement or mobility. Touring paddlers often 
need 4-way lash tabs on the front and back for strobes, a 
radio, or knife attachment points; while recreational paddlers 
often require large pockets for snacks, cameras, and 
sunscreen. It is important to keep in mind what accessories 
you will want to have on hand when chosen a PFD.

ADJUSTABILITY
It is important that a PFD fits you comfortably and 
securely. Most Stohlquist PFDs feature the Cross-Chest 
Cinch Harness which eliminates ride-up, and provides a 
secure fit without feeling too tight. Adjustable shoulders, 
multiple side adjustments, and waist adjustments help to 
increase the comfort and security of a PFD while paddling. 
When possible, always try on a PFD wearing the same 
undergarments and outerwear that you will when paddling, 
and confirm that the vest is able to be properly adjusted for 
a secure and safe fit.

MESH BACK vs. FULL BACK
Mesh back PFDs are designed to accommodate the high seatbacks found 
in many of today's recreational kayaks, sit-on-tops, and canoes. This is 
accomplished by positioning flotation elements above high seatbacks, so that 
you are not pushed forward in your seat while paddling. Full back PFDs are best 
suited in lower profile boats with low seat heights, such as whitewater and sea 
touring kayaks. 

MEN'S vs. WOMEN'S
Stohlquist features many women's specific products that 
make boating much more enjoyable and comfortable for 
female paddlers. All Stohlquist women's PFDs feature built-in 
supportive inner cups that wrap a women's torso, rather than 
crushing it. Although there is no reason women can't use a 
"men's" PFD, the overall cut, sizing, and proportions of our 
women's specific PFDs provide a much more comfortable 
and secure fit for female paddlers. 

PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES
WHICH ONE IS RIGHT FOR ME?
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PFD FIT & SIZING
Choosing the right style of PFD can be difficult; but once you have it picked out, how do you know it fits?
The below steps will help you ensure your PFD is fitted correctly.

1 | Chose the correct size PFD based on your chest size. The chest size is printed on the interior of every 
PFD, along with the UL certification information.

2 | Loosen all the straps, put the PFD on and zip/buckle it up.

3 | Buckle the waist belt & tighten all the straps. It should feel snug but not uncomfortable.

4 | Next, have someone pull up on the PFD shoulder straps. If the PFD moves up past your nose or head, try 
tightening the straps. If it still moves up, the PFD is too large.

5 | Check your movements to make sure it is comfortable and will not chafe anywhere while paddling. It is 
best to sit in a kayak/canoe at home or one at the store. This will best simulate how it actually feels while 
seated in a boat and paddling.

6 | If possible: test your PFD in a pool or in shallow, calm water to see how it works before using it in a 
situation where you may depend on it. It should not ride-up or slip over your chin while floating.
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DESCENT

EDGE | NEW FOR 2014

Unmatched comfort and mobility 
are key to this side entry, low-
profile vest. Multiple pockets allow 
you to carry all the essentials. The 
comfort and performance of this 
vest have quickly made it a favorite 
among whitewater boaters and SUP 
paddlers.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.5 lbs
Colors: Mango, Black, Red
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL
| MSRP $149.95

The ultimate rescue vest for whitewater boaters combines 
comfort, mobility, and accessibility with bombproof 
protection. Design innovation & extensive on-water testing 
have resulted in Stohlquist's best whitewater rescue jacket 
to date. Guiding trips, river running, creeking, playboating, 
rafting and instruction: the Descent can handle anything you 
can throw at it. The first choice for our team paddlers, who 
regularly run the biggest rapids in the world. WRAPTURE™ 
ergonomically shaped torso, Cross-chest Cinch Harness, 
nail-cloth padded shoulders with plastic stiffeners for 
portaging, 1½" Quick-release rescue belt with self-centering 
O-ring, a large expandable front pocket that will hold a small 
throwbag, and a durable 500D Cordura® outer shell all 
come standard.

TYPE V - Flotation: 17 lbs
Colors: Mango, Black, Red
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL
| MSRP $229.95

A form-fitting, low profile, high mobility design which features 
a side-entry zipper, ripstop nylon shell, and an ultra small 
“footprint”. The body-wrapping, ergonomically articulated 
WRAPTURE™ shaped torso combine with the adjustable 
shoulders and side pulls for a secure, comfortable fit. A 
great all-around vest for whitewater boaters as well as SUP 
paddlers who are seeking a vest that won't get in their way. 
The top loading front pocket allows easy access and holds all 
the needed essentials. Each size features ultra soft buoyancy 
foam that has been sized and formed to create the smallest 
footprint and best fit for the widest range of paddlers.

TYPE III - Flotation: 15.5 lbs (SM/MD), 16.5 lbs (LG/XL), 17.5 lbs (XXL)
Colors: Red, Royal
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL
| MSRP $99.95

ROCKER
A small footprint and low back 
flotation add mobility, and 
help keep this vest out of your 
way while paddling. A cross-
chest cinch harness keeps 
the vest positioned low on 
your body, and helps prevent 
ride-up.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.6 lbs
Colors: Black
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL
| MSRP $99.95

BRIK

BIG FUNCTION | SMALL FORM
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WHITEWATER PFDS
Whitewater boating can range from simple, carefree raft trips, to navigating 
demanding and dangerous whitewater rapids and waterfalls. Whitewater 
boaters demand PFDs that offer great mobility, and the strength and durability 
to withstand the abuse of fast moving water. Many of the whitewater PFDs 
are also an excellent choice for SUP paddlers, whether you are surfing your  
favorite play wave or cruising flat water.

Jens K
latt
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TOURING PFDS
These PFDs are ideal for paddling long day trips and 
overnights in boats with low seat backs. Touring vests 
offer the cargo room and attachment points needed for 
a lot of gear, and the comfort required for many hours of 
paddling. All feature the Cross-chest Cinch Harness unquie 
to Stohlquist PFDs.

Fred
 M

arm
sater
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VIDEO ONLINE

BETSEA | women's specific

A PFD built with serious female paddlers in mind. The 
combination of our WRAPTURE™ shaped torso, a shorter 
cut, and sculpted inner cups ensure this vest fits a women's 
curves perfectly. Two large zippered front pockets and 
multiple lash tabs keep essentials secure and within reach. 
Cold hands will love the fleece lined hand warming pockets.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.6 lbs
Colors: Pink, Powder Blue, Sage, Mango
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, PLUS
| MSRP $129.95

VIDEO ONLINE

DRIFTER TOW MOTION | men's & women's specific

Ventilated shoulder and lumbar pads, along with fleece 
hand warming pockets provide comfort during hot or cold 
days on the water. Featuring the WRAPTURE™ shaped 
torso for a snug, yet unrestricted fit; the Drifter is the go 
to for all-day paddling adventures. Large zippered front 
pockets and multiple lash tabs are standard.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.6 lbs
Colors: Royal, Charcoal, Mango
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL
| MSRP $129.95

This is the swiss army knife of PFDs. Maximum storage, organization, 
and visibility for long ventures on the water. The women's specific 
version features supportive, sculpted inner cups. Tow belt with quick 
release buckle is included.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.6 lbs
Colors: Fireball Red, Mango
Men's Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL
Women's Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, PLUS
| MSRP $149.95
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CRUISER | women's specific

Ventilated shoulder and lumbar pads help keep you cool 
during sunny days on the water. The WRAPTURE™ shaped 
torso allows for a secure fit, without the tight restrictive 
feeling of conventional foam construction. Sculpted inner 
cups, and a shorter torso length, make this an ideal vest for 
female paddlers.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.8 lbs
Colors: Black, Powder Blue, Sage, Mango
Size: XS/SM, MD/LG, PLUS
| MSRP $109.95

TREKKER

EBB

FLO
Ventilated shoulder and lumbar pads 
help keep you cool all summer long. 
The WRAPTURE™ shaped torso 
allows for a secure fit, without the 
tight restrictive feeling of conventional 
foam construction.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.8 lbs
Colors: Black, Red, Mango
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL
| MSRP $109.95

Lightweight ripstop nylon and PE 
foam set this vest apart, making 
it one of our lightest mesh back 
PFDs. The women's specific 
design features supportive inner 
cups, and exceptional ventilation 
for warm weather paddling.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.1 lbs
Colors: Purple, Orange
Size: XS/SM, MD/LG, PLUS
| MSRP $89.95

Lightweight ripstop nylon and PE foam make this vest light 
and cool, perfect for hot summer days. Two large bellows 
pockets keep gear, snacks, and beverages close at hand.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.1 lbs
Colors: Steel Green, Red
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, UNIV PLUS
| MSRP $89.95

SEE MORE
Check out our entire line of recreational PFDs 
at stohlquist.com.

VIDEO ONLINE
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RECREATIONAL  PFDS
Built for fun, safety, and comfort. Recreational PFDs offer comfort, value, and ease 
of use for paddlers of all skill levels. Our rec PFDs are built to suit a wide range of 
paddling styles and boat types. High back models have mesh on the lower half so that  
back flotation elements ride above the high seat backs found in many of today's rec 
boats and sit-on-tops.

N
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FISHERMAN
Comfort and safety, while keeping all the fishing necessities 
close at hand. The Fisherman provides excellent cockpit 
management with places for all the little things that could 
end up in your seat or overboard. An array of pockets 
and anchor points are ready to load. EVA stiffened front 
drawbridge pockets protect contents.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.8 lbs
Colors: Cactus, Mango
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, UNIV PLUS
| MSRP $129.95

PISEAS
An excellent fishing, and hunting, PFD with the right 
features for safety, comfort, and practicality. Drawbridge 
front pockets act as work surfaces, while the inner pockets 
offer anchor points and organization for gear of all shapes 
and sizes.

TYPE III - Flotation: 16.8 lbs
Colors: Evergreen, Mango
Size: SM/MD, LG/XL, UNIV PLUS
| MSRP $99.95

FISHING  PFDS

N
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Drifter Youth

Escape Youth

A low profile, high mobility PFD 
that delivers adult performance in 
a youth sized package. Cross-
chest Cinch Harness eliminates 
ride-up, and keeps the vest 
positioned low on the torso for the 
most effective in-water buoyancy.

TYPE III - Flotation: 11 lbs
Colors: Red, Mango
Size: Youth (50-90 lbs)
| MSRP $94.95

An entry level PFD for youths that 
combines the essentials of comfort 
and safety. Super soft buoyancy 
foam and full adjustability ensure a 
secure and comfortable fit.

TYPE III - Flotation: 12.5 lbs
Colors: Red, Yellow, Royal
Size: Youth (50-90 lbs)
| MSRP $54.95

CHILDREN'S  PFDS

»IMPORTANT
Fit is critical in keeping a child’s head above the water, so do not 
purchase a larger PFD thinking your child will grow into it. Unlike 
adults, sizing for a youngster depends on body weight not chest 
size. As with adult PFDs, children’s PFDs must fit snugly. Once 
the child is secured in the PFD, pick him/her up by the shoulders 
of the PFD. A child’s chin and ears should not slip below the 
neck opening on the PFD. If so, the vest is too large, and will not 
perform as intended. Refer to the sizing information below.

NEMO | infant & child

The Nemo is designed to help little ones enjoy their 
time on the water. Super soft buoyancy foam, buckle 
entry for added security, and a wrap-around flotation 
collar provide great comfort, security, and safety. 
Available in Infant or Child sizing.

TYPE II (Infant) - Flotation: 7.4 lbs
TYPE III (Child) - Flotation: 8.4 lbs
Colors: Red, Yellow, Blue
Size: Infant <30 lbs, Child 30-50 lbs
| MSRP $54.95

N
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Over the past few years, Stohlquist has been busy 
developing and testing our latest waterproof/breathable 
4-layer drywear fabrics. Stohlquist's 4-layer Twin-Sensor™ 
utilizes the best DWR treatments, durable nylon shell 
fabrics, and waterproof/breathable treatments to provide 
the ultimate protection and comfort in drywear.

Especially suited for salt water environments, Stohlquist's 
new 3-layer waterproof/breathable fabric provides 
exceptional comfort and protection. Stohlquist's 3-layer 
Rampart™ features a rugged DWR treatment, durable 
nylon shell fabric, and a nonporous waterproof/breathable 
PU membrane.

» The 4-layer Twin Sensor™ waterproof/breathable 
fabric combines both a hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
membrane, providing the best performance in 
waterproofness and breathability in both fresh and salt 
water environments.

» The outer nylon shell fabric is coated with a Durable 
Water Repellent (DWR) finish to prevent wetting-out, 
which further improves the shell fabric's ability to breath.

» A hydrophobic microporous coating does not allow 
water droplets to pass through, but does allow moisture 
vapor to freely pass through and escape.

» The hydrophilic laminate absorbs and transports 
moisture vapor away from the body, helping to increase 
breathability, and reduce the feeling of "wetness", as the 
build-up of moisture vapor inside your suit increases.

» The 3-layer Rampart™ waterproof/breathable fabric 
features a nonporous PU hydrophilic membrane, 
providing optimal long term breathability and 
waterproofness in salt water environments.

» The outer nylon shell fabric is coated with a Durable 
Water Repellent (DWR) finish to prevent "wetting-out", 
which further improves the shell fabric's ability to breath.

» The hydrophilic PU membrane absorbs and transports 
moisture away from the body by allowing water vapor to 
collect and pass through gaps between the molecules of 
the PU membrane. The partial pressure and increased 
heat on the interior of the suit allow moisture to pass 
through these gaps. As your body heat increases, the 
gaps between the molecules increase, allowing for 
further breathability.

» The PU nonporous membrane cannot become clogged 
with salt particles over time, which can happen to porous 
membrane fabrics that are not properly rinsed after 
exposure to salt water. This means that repeat exposure 
to salt water will not diminish breathability over time.

«  Nylon shell fabric with DWR coating

«  Hydrophobic, microporous PU coating

«  Hydrophilic laminated membrane

«  Nylon tricot lining

*¹ - JIS L1092B, ISO 811
*² - A1 Upright Cup Method (JIS L1099 A1, ISO 2428, ASTM E96)
 B1 Inverted Cup Method (JIS L1099 B1)
*³ - JIS L1092B, ISO 4920

Waterproofness: 25,000 mm H²O or higher*¹

Moisture Permeability: 6,000 - 7,000 g/m²/24 hrs. - A1*²
 10,000 - 12,000 g/m²/24 hrs. - B1*²

Water Repellency: 80 points or higher
 (after 20 wash cycles) *³

*¹ - JIS L1092B, ISO 811
*² - A1 Upright Cup Method (JIS L1099 A1, ISO 2428, ASTM E96)
*³ - JIS L1092B, ISO 4920

Waterproofness: 10,000 mm H²O or higher*¹

Moisture Permeability: 5,000 - 7,000 g/m²/24 hrs. - A1*²

Water Repellency: 80 points or higher
 (after 20 wash cycles) *³

«  Nylon shell fabric with DWR coating

«  Hydrophilic nonporous PU membrane

«  Nylon tricot lining

WATERPROOF | BREATHABLE | DURABLE

DRY | COMFORTABLE | SAFE

IT'S THAT SIMPLE
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SHIFT | NEW FOR 2014
Offering exceptional flexibility, the Shift is our newest drysuit 
geared specifically for sea kayakers. The Shift features our 
3-layer Rampart™ fabric that provides excellent waterproofness 
and breathability in salt water. The patent pending Captive Zip™ 
self-entry technology is like no other drysuit, and allows for the 
easiest donning and doffing by way of a large collar style entry 
zipper. The Captive Zip™ also allows you to wear the suit in 
"stand-by" mode; where the latex neck gasket is taken off, but 
the suit still maintains weatherproof protection and increased 
breathability. Stand-by mode is perfect for shore activities, 
scouting, and hanging around camp when protection from the 
elements is still required. The zippered chest pocket is MP3 
compatible, and two zippered hand pockets provide secure 
storage as well as protection for cold hands. An integrated 
skirt tunnel, removable hood, relief zipper, and adjustable cuff 
closures are standard.

Fabric: 3-layer Rampart™
Colors: Red
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $949.95

ELVIS
Featuring our 4-layer Twin-Sensor™ fabric 
for superior durability, waterproofness, and 
breathability. Heavy-duty TiZip® entry and relief 
zippers keep water out, while allowing for easy 
operation and entry. Duraseal™ latex neck and 
wrist gaskets fully seal out water and offer great 
protection and safety in cold waters.

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Mango
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $929.00

AMP
The go to drysuit for cold water paddling. 
The Amp provides the weatherproof 
protection and comfort you need for 
whitewater or touring. Duraseal™ latex neck 
and wrist gaskets, reinforced knees and 
seat, adjustable overcuffs, relief zipper, and 
a zippered arm pocket are standard.

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Red
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $829.00

Excellent weatherproof protection combine 
with exceptional comfort to create a great 
all around drysuit. A neoprene neck gasket 
offers an excellent seal, while still providing 
all-day comfort. Latex wrists, integrated 
drysocks, and TiZip® entry and relief 
zippers keep cold waters out. 

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Black
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $729.00

EZ

LIKE NO OTHER PADDLING DRYSUIT
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FREEPLAY
Our best selling drytop for general river running, 
playboating, and creeking. The FreePlay features 
our softest Duraseal™ latex neck and wrist gaskets, 
and Twin-Sensor™ fabric throughout for all-day 
protection. The built-in sprayskirt tunnel features 
a Gripp-Loc™ neoprene band to keep it locked in 
place.

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Fireball Red, Caribbean Blue, Sun
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $349.00

FREERYDE
Built for those who prefer the feel and comfort of our 
ultra soft neoprene neck gasket, but still want the 
exceptional weatherproof protection of our 4-layer 
Twin-Sensor™ fabric. Soft Duraseal™ wrist gaskets 
and a built-in sprayskirt tunnel lock out cold waters. 
A zippered arm pocket is perfect for keeping small 
items secure and close at hand.

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Lime, Fireball Red, Sun
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $329.00

FREEFALL
Designed to meet the demands of Team Stohlquist 
and steep creeking paddlers, while providing a new 
level of comfort, mobility, and durability. Nail-cloth™ 
covered neoprene padding is strategically placed 
on the elbows and shoulders for added safety and 
abrasion resistance. A wide neoprene waistband 
locks down sprayskirts during even the biggest 
of drops. Duraseal™ latex neck and wrist gaskets 
feature neoprene over collars for added gasket 
durability.

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Mango
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $349.00

MOONERS II & NEPTUNE
Padded knees and shins provide added impact 
protection, while Cordura® knee and seat 
reinforcements help protect against abrasion and 
wear. A loose cut offers great mobility and plenty 
of room for layering on cold days. The Mooners 
offer our soft Duraseal™ latex ankle gaskets, 
while the Neptune pant features comfortable 
neoprene ankle gaskets.
 
Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Black
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL
| MSRP Mooners II $199.95, Neptune $169.95
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BUNNY SUIT
The perfect layering piece for your 
drysuit, providing insulation and 
warmth in wet conditions. The 
double sided fleece traps heat 
and drys quickly. The offset entry 
zipper features two sliders for 
easy relief when nature calls.

Fabric: 12.7 oz Double Faced Fleece
Colors: Blue
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $99.00

Stohlquist Drywear is designed to be used in surface water sports activities where soaking wet conditions and 
highly aerobic activities are undertaken. The technical performance fabrics are extremely effective in sealing 
out wind & water and in breathing (transporting inside perspiration out). Drywear that is highly waterproof and 
highly breathable is the key; but, in order for drywear to be most effective, a two part system must be present: 
shell and liner. Without a proper liner or baselayer under your drywear, especially drysuits, the interior of the 
garment will feel wet and cold. A proper layering system, shell and liner, will provide optimal comfort and help 
to keep you dry and reduces wear & tear from soiling.

» PROPER LAYERING
Stohlquist's technical drywear is sophisticated, but it must be matched with the proper layering system in 
order to be efficient at balancing heat loss, moisture production, and breathability. This is best accomplished 
by layering garments that can provide the below functions.

  LINER: Warmth, insulation, and moisture management
 SHELL: Waterproof/breathable protection

*Always remember to dress for the swim, not the weather. Dressing for the water temperature will ensure your 
comfort and safety on and in the water.

AN EFFECTIVE
LAYERING SYSTEM

SHELL & LINER

P
aul V

illecourt
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TORRENT ST
Weatherproof/breathable protection in a lightweight, 
stowable pullover. Two zippered pockets keep items 
secure and within easy reach. The half zip design 
allows for maximum ventilation when needed. The 
easy to adjust, removable, hood offers excellent 
mobility and features a small bill to help block out 
the sun and shed rain. Adjustable neoprene cuff 
closures, and bungee cord waist adjustment seal 
out wind and rain.

Fabric: 2.5-layer Eclipse™
Colors: Yellow, Fireball Red
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $179.95

TORRENT
Excellent protection from wind, rain, and splash. 
A generous cut offers plenty of room for layering, 
while the Eclipse™ fabric keeps you dry and offers 
excellent breathability. A zippered chest pocket 
securely holds small essentials. The adjustable 
neoprene neck and cuff closures help to seal out the 
elements.

Fabric: 2.5-layer Eclipse™
Colors: Yellow, Fireball Red
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP Long Sleeve $129.95, Short Sleeve $119.95

TREADS
Fully seam taped to keep you dry and comfortable. 
Reinforced knees and seat help reduce abrasion, 
while a zippered thigh pocket allows for secure 
stowage of small items. The double waist closures 
and adjustable neoprene cuffs help seal out harsh 
weather.

Fabric: 4-layer Twin-Sensor™
Colors: Black
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL
| MSRP $139.95

SPLASHDOWNS
Great for cutting the wind and splash. A breathable, 
sprayshell that fits easily into small dry bags and 
tight hatches. Lightweight nylon has a supple feel, 
and offers breathability for reduced interior moisture 
build up. Sea Touring model offers an adjustable 
hood, polyester mesh lining, and taped interior 
seams.

Fabric: 220T PU Nylon with DWR Finish
Colors: Yellow, Fireball Red
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP Sea Touring $129.95, Long Sleeve $79.95
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RAPID JANE & JOHN
Great for rafting, kayaking, and SUP. The 
3mm 4-way stretch neoprene provides 
great thermal value. Waterproof glued & 
blind-stitched seams throughout. Knees 
and seat are reinforced with rugged 
SupraTex panels. Relief zippers are found 
on both men's and women's models.

Fabric: 3mm 4-way Stretch Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: Men's SM-5XL, Women's XS-XL
| MSRP $149.95

RAPID PANT & SHORT
Warmth and comfort are key to these 
separates. The high waistband provides 
excellent coverage, and mates well with 
a sprayskirt and tunnel. The 3mm 4-way 
stretch neoprene provides the mobility 
required for any paddling activity. Blind-
stitched seams help minimize water 
exchange, and keep you warmer.

Fabric: 3mm 4-way Stretch Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP Pant $94.95, Short $59.95

STORM JANE & JOHN
3mm neoprene provides warmth and offers 
excellent durability. Seat and knees are 
reinforced with SupraTex panels, and the 
rugged flat-lock seams prevent chaffing. 
Both men's and women's models feature 
relief zippers for added convenience

Fabric: 3mm Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: Men's SM-5XL, Women's XS-XL
| MSRP $109.95

»NEW
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1MM COREHEATER
The 4-way stretch 1mm neoprene 
blocks out the water, wind, and UV rays. 
Seamless underarm panels offer maximum 
comfort and minimize chaffing. A perfect 
outer layer for cooler days on the water. 

Fabric: 1mm 4-way Stretch Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: Men's SM-XXL, Women's XS-XL
| MSRP $79.95

MAW
Super flexible 4-way stretch neoprene 
offers superior comfort and exceptional 
weather protection. The grippy palm and 
fingers allow for enhanced paddle control 
and feel. Pre-curved fingers eliminate 
gripping fatigue.

Fabric: 3mm 4-way Stretch Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: XS, SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
| MSRP $39.95

WATER MOCCASIN
A 3mm 4-way stretch moccasin style 
sock that fits easily into the smallest of 
playboats. The Kevlar® sole provides 
added protection and durability, while 
allowing greater foot control for boaters 
and SUP paddlers.

Fabric: 3mm 4-way Stretch Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: XS-XL
| MSRP $39.95

TIDELINE LOW
The low-top cousin of the Tideline 
bootie features a thinner 3mm neoprene 
upper and hook & loop strap to keep 
them locked on when swimming. The 
ergonomic shape, which echoes the 
natural shape of the foot, allows for 
the best possible fit and comfort in a 
paddling boot.

Fabric: 3mm Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: Men's 5-13
| MSRP $39.95

»NEW
2014

TIDELINE
A 5mm neoprene boot featuring a 
proprietary Stohlquist tread pattern for 
improved grip and our Ergo™ shaped 
footbed for maximum comfort. The 
ergonomic shape contours the shape of 
the foot to minimize water pockets and 
increase overall warmth. Available in 
men's and women's specific sizing.

Fabric: 5mm Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: Men's 5-13, Women's 5-10
| MSRP $47.50

TOASTERS
Warmth, wind, and water protection 
for those who prefer the feel of the 
paddle. The 2mm skin-out neoprene & 
waterproof cuff allow water to roll off, 
reducing evaporative heat loss. Webbing 
straps allow you to stow these pogies 
directly on the paddle.

Fabric: 2mm Neoprene
Colors: Black/Silver
Size: Universal
| MSRP $29.95

NEOPRENE
APPAREL | FOOTWEAR | GLOVES
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LOOSE FIT RASHGUARDS
These rashguards protect you from the sun's harmful rays as 
well as provide protection from chaffing. Quick drying, with a 
t-shirt style loose fit, these tops are prefect for sunny days on 
the water.

Fabric: 7.0 oz Nylon/Spandex Blend, UV50+
Colors: Gray (Men's), Bermuda Blue (Women's), Vivid Blue (Kids')
Size: Men's SM-XXL, Women's XS-XL, Kids' 2-14
| MSRP Long Sleeve $44.95, Short Sleeve $39.95, Kids' $29.95

BODHI | NEW FOR 2014
The perfect watershoe for those who do not 
need the coverage and warmth of a traditional 
neoprene bootie. Great for recreational 
paddlers and SUPers enjoying warm days 
on the water. Cross mesh ventilation, heel 
purge, and an ergonomic shape provide long 
lasting comfort. A molded EVA insole provides 
additional support.

Fabric: Mesh and Nyloprene Upper, TPR Outsole
Colors: Black/Blue
Size: Men's 5-13
| MSRP $29.95

CONTACT
A special paddler's glove offering 
weather protection without sacrificing 
the feel for the paddle. The non-slip 
palm material offers grip and feel similar 
to your bare hands. A 3mm neoprene 
back panels adds warmth and excellent 
wind proofing.

Fabric: 3mm Neoprene
Colors: Black
Size: XS-XL
| MSRP $24.95

BURNOUTS
Our Burnout series rashguards provide you with 
excellent protection from the sun’s harmful rays 
with a UV50+ rating. The nylon/spandex blend is 
comfortable, highly breathable, and quick drying. 
The athletic fit and sunburn protection make it a 
great solo piece for the summer.

Fabric: 7.0 oz Nylon/Spandex Blend, UV50+
Colors: Powder Blue (Women's), Navy/Gray (Men's)
Size: Men's SM-XXL, Women's XS-XL
| MSRP Long Sleeve $44.95, Short Sleeve $39.95

»NEW
2014

PADDLING ACCESSORIES
APPAREL | FOOTWEAR | GLOVES
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ACCESSORIES | RESCUE & SAFETY

ADD-A-BUOY
Designed to fit inside the front pocket of 
the Descent PFD. This bladder can add 
up to an additional 5 lbs. of flotation, 
which is useful when paddling big water 
or stormy seas.

| MSRP $24.95

WW BULLET BAG
Designed to fit inside the front pocket of 
the Descent or Rocker PFDs, or stow on 
a quick release belt. 50' high visibility, 
floating polypro rope. 3/16 dia. rope, 
700 lbs. tensile strength.

| MSRP $39.95

CLASS-III BAGS
Reverse tapered bags with funnel top for 
easy loading. 600D polyester shell has 
reflective accents for increased visibility. 
Available in 55', 65', 75' sizes.

| MSRP $39.95 - 54.95

CLASS-5 BAGS
Spectra® core rope offers additional 
strength needed for high load capacities. 
The 600D polyester shell has reflective 
accents for increased visibility. Mesh 
ventilation at top allows for drainage, as 
well as the ability to fill the bag with water 
for quick re-throws. Ships with clean line 
on end. Available in 55', 65', 75' sizes.

| MSRP $49.95 - 119.95

RE-TRAXT
Shock loaded webbing absorbs impacts 
from towing and stows compressed. All 
models include a stainless steel o-ring 
and paddle biner. Available in 4' and 12' 
lengths.

| MSRP $59.95 - $79.95

SEATOW BULLET BAG
Streamlined and low profile, this tow bag 
attaches to a quick release belt, and stays 
within easy reach. 55' of high visibility, 
floating polypro rope and carabiner included. 
3/16 dia. rope, 700 lbs. tensile strength.

| MSRP $49.95

SQUEEZE LOCK
A 3" stainless steel blade locks securely 
into the sheath, and deploys easily with 
a squeeze of the handle. Sheath features 
built in belt loop and multiple mounting 
options.

| MSRP $44.95

PADDLE BINER
Easily clip onto a paddle shaft, tow belt, 
or boat handle. Gate opening is 30mm 
in diameter. UIAA and CE certified.

| MSRP $28.95

SEE MORE
Find our complete line of paddling and rescue 
accessories at stohlquist.com.
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Stohlquist Drywear 3-year Limited Warranty:
Stohlquist Drywear products (drysuits, drypants, and drytops) are 
warranted to the original purchaser for 3 years against manufacturing 
defects and workmanship. Stohlquist is not responsible for drysuits 
that are abused or show normal wear and tear over time. Latex 
neck and wrist gaskets are not covered under this warranty. Please 
see care instructions for the product you are purchasing so as to 
maximize the life of the product.

Stohlquist Limited Lifetime Warranty
Stohlquist products (excluding drywear) are warranted to the 
original purchaser for the reasonable lifetime of the product 
against manufacturing defects and workmanship. Stohlquist is not 
responsible for products that are abused or show normal wear and 
tear over time. Please see care instructions for the product you are 
purchasing so as to maximize the life of the product.

find your local dealer online @

stohlquist.com

1.800.535.3565
customer service | warranty


